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qualifying offers. Brelca, Fistram and Spelbush have been abandoned in the nursery that was once their happy home.

Membership requirements[ edit ] Membership in the Antelope Club is open to men and women over the age of
Board of directors[ edit ] Board of Directors The board of directors consists of 9 voting members who serve
three-year terms. Each year, three seats are open for election. The executive committee consisting of the
President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer is elected among the board. Pennsylvania St in the block
known as "Little Broadway". Later, other events were organized, including holiday parties, fishing trips,
charity fundraisers, and excursions to the Indianapolis Speedway to attend qualifications and the Indianapolis
The bar of the Antelope Club on opening in To protect and preserve wildlife and fish, lakes and streams, To
promote and encourage athletics among juveniles and juvenile organizations, To promote and encourage good
fellowship among members, To own and operate a facility or facilities to afford the opportunity for personal
contact, co-mingling, and socializing among members. After a split with the Mecca Club allegedly after a
reveler broke and fell out of a second-story window , it was decided that the club should find its own space.
After extensive renovation to the property [14] , the club grand opening was held on April 10, On December
2, the apartment building was demolished, and a parking lot was built. Several club members walked the two
blocks from the club to the White Castle restaurant at Fort Wayne Ave. In May , membership sat at Club
Treasurer Evan Shearin was mildly injured when he entered the basement to attempt to combat the fire. The
club was closed for several weeks of repair and renovation during which members met regularly on the second
floor of The Elbow Room, at N Pennsylvania St. The Antelope Club was re-opened on February 10, The fine,
stemming from a complaint by a disgruntled Club member, was levied just months before Yuengling was
legalized in March, The club released an apology to the ATC, the media, and the public. A new Jackalope
head was donated by member Sam Goldstein in July Gardner, Building history[ edit ] The building at North
Delaware Street was originally constructed in as a private residence by Joseph C. It remained vacant until ,
when it was remodeled to house office space. In , the second floor contained the offices of accountant Donald
Weinberg and the Speakman-Devoll Company, who dealt in duplicating machines. The house was again
vacant in before serving as the offices for the Standard Motor Indemnity Insurance Company from to The
house was vacant once again from to , when it was purchased by the Antelope Club. In July , partly funded by
a grant from the city of Indianapolis, the club performed a restoration of the building facade. This included
re-skinning the awning, replacing signage, repainting, and applying filler to the base of the columns to combat
wood rot. The double doors into the dining room were replaced, and second set of doors was installed. Also,
the handrail on the brick and concrete steps leading to the sidewalk was replaced. Gibson Originally built as a
private residence, the Antelope Club is an example of Neo-Classical architecture. The facade includes
Corinthian columns, bay windows, and a second-story balcony. Inside the club is a bar, dining room, game
room, two meeting and event rooms, an office, and the Al Schilling Cigar Lounge. The wood-frame structure
rests on a red brick foundation and was originally clad in wood clapboards. It reflects the popular Queen Anne
style in its varied roofline and projected bay windows. The house originally featured a metal roof, likely
provided by the Joseph Gardner Company. The interior was trimmed with oak and featured large rooms that
could be accessed by opening pocket doors. As originally built, the Gardner house resembled Plan No. A back
porch was added in The front parlor and reception hall were combined into one large dining room and the
front wall of the first floor was removed, allowing a new bay window to be installed in place of the original
front porch. A new portico with four Corinthian columns was constructed across the front of the house, and
the roof of the dining room was converted to a second-story balcony. Rooms in the north east of the house
were combined to create a bar. New restrooms were installed, and a one-story breezeway was built over the
south side yard to serve as a new entrance. For many years, a large satellite dish was mounted prominently on
the roof of the club. Capehart - former United States Senator. David Certo - U.
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The word antelope has been used to describe a wide variety of horned mammals in the Family Bovidae. Some
horns, like those of the addax and blackbuck, twist in interesting spirals; others are ridged or corrugated, like
those of the impala and the sable antelope; still others grow in wide curves with a sharp point on the end, like
those of the gnu. Hooves are another specialty for many antelope. Each hoof has a split down the middle,
dividing the hoof into two toes. Lechwes, which live in swampy areas, have long, pointed hooves to give them
sure footing in the water. Slender-horned gazelles have sturdy, wide hooves for walking on the shifting sand of
their desert habitat. And klipspringer have tiny, rounded hooves with a pad in the center that acts like a suction
cup, allowing these nimble antelope to hop from rock to rock without falling. Antelope must always be on the
lookout for danger, as they make a hearty meal for many predatorsâ€”leopards, lions, civets, hyenas, wild
dogs, cheetahs, and pythonsâ€”depending on species and location. But antelope do have some ways to keep
safe. A rhebok sentinel or lookout stays on guard and alerts its group with a cough-like grunt if a threat is
discovered. Yellow-backed duikers dart with great speed into the protection of dense vegetation. A threatened
gerenuk lowers its head and neck, and then either slowly creeps away or makes a fast dash for survival.
Although rheboks tend to run from danger, males have been seen attacking and chasing baboons. Gazelles
have a stiff-legged jump called a stot. Lechwes spend their life near water and can jump in and swim away if
they feel threatened. They also hide in water, with only their nose sticking out. Royal antelope try to stay
hidden to avoid trouble. Both male and female antelope species have scent glands used for leaving hints of
their presence. You can easily see one of these scent-marking tools by looking at their face: Fluid secreted
from this spot is wiped on grass, twigs, tree trunks, logs, stones, and even other members of the group to mark
territory. Other scent glands are hidden beneath tufts of hair on the knees and between their split hooves.
Duikers press their face gland on each side of an individual of the opposite sex in a behavior called mutual
marking. What did you say? Different antelope species also make different sounds that may include bleats,
bellows, grunts, moos, and more. The super-sized snout of the male saiga may play a role in communication:
The majority of antelope are native to Africa, but there are some species living in the Middle East and Asia.
Waterbuck, as their name suggests, and lechwe are never far from water. In territorial species like sable
antelope, waterbuck, bontebok, and gazelles, the males choose a particular piece of habitat and defend it from
other adult males of their kind. Herds of females and their young can come and go freely, although in the
breeding season, the male tries to keep them in his territory. Males that are not quite full-grown or that have
not established a territory form bachelor herds. Antelope are herbivores, with an odd exception: Some antelope
have special feeding adaptations for their environment. Perhaps two of the oddest-looking antelope are
gerenuk and dibatags, both of which have slender bodies, long thin legs, and very long necks. The social life
of antelope depends a lot on the type of habitat they live in and how much food and water is available. We
tend to think of antelope living in big groups, but not all species form large herds. Duikers and dik diks live
alone, in pairs, or in small groups of between 3 and 10 animals. Dik dik pairs choose a territory and may
occupy and defend that same territory for life. Some antelope are famous for their massive herds, like the
thousands of gnu making their annual migration across the African plains. Impalas, springbok, and saigas also
form very large herds during migratory seasons when they are on the move to find the best food. The males
are not usually territorial at these times, but they leave the herd during the breeding season and stake out a
territory where they compete for females. They may also use size or strength displays or threaten with their
horns to determine which male is dominant and to keep females. Antelope calves have two survival strategies:
The majority of antelope use the hiding approach, including roan antelope, waterbuck, klipspringer, and
duikers. In some species that live in groups, the mother, called a dam, goes away from the herd to give birth,
and when the calf is strong enough, she moves it to another location where there are bushes, long grass, rocks,
or a thicket to hide the youngster from predators. The dam then rejoins the herd, and the calf remains hidden
and quiet. She comes back periodically to feed her calf, calling softly to it and listening for the bleat. When the
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calf is strong enough, it joins her, and they stay together until the calf is mature and heads out on its own. In
species that migrate or live on large ranges, like hartebeest, topis, bontebok, and gnu, the calves are up and on
their feet within a few minutes to a day or so after they are born, and they immediately start traveling with the
herd. They often stick together as a group and are protected by adults surrounding them. If danger approaches,
the adults can face the challenge with their strength and their horns. In , the Zoo was the first facility in the
world to welcome a royal antelope calf. Today, you can see various duikers, bontebok, gazelles, gerenuks, dik
diks, klipspringer, and royal antelope exhibited around the Zoo. The Safari Park opened to the public in , but
we started moving animals into its expansive field enclosures two years earlier. Among its first residents were
sable antelope and gemsbok. Today, our field enclosures are perfect for viewing large herds of gazelles,
blackbuck, springbok, impalas, lechwes, kob, waterbuck, sable and roan antelope, blesbok, bongos, bontebok,
white-bearded gnu, and addaxes, all going about their business very much like they would in the wild.
However, culture and human attitudes toward these animals vary. Saigas are poached for their horns, which
are highly valued in traditional Asian folk remedies. As with rhino horn, the demand far outpaces the supply,
driving prices up and making poaching seem worth the risk. The impact has been jaw dropping: The San
Diego Zoo Safari Park had a breeding herd of saigas, with over calves born, setting a record among zoos. That
experience was put to use to help the struggling wild populations. Some of the saigas born at the Center have
been released into the Reserve, where they are watched over by trained rangers. To help the rangers help the
saigas, we provide funds for vehicles, spotting scopes, and gasoline, so the rangers can effectively patrol the
Reserve to watch the health of the herds and address the poaching problem. Together we can save and protect
wildlife around the globe. Males usually mature later than females. Uganda topi can reach 8. Blue gnu at 5.
Liberians refer to it as a jackrabbit or tricky-jack, and it is revered for its speed and nimbleness. Rheboks have
a fast gallop, up to 40 miles 64 kilometers per hour and are good jumpers and climbers. This is probably the
reason the popular Reebok sneakers were named after them.
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Given that this is the situation, we will go to your home or business and go over your chain link fencing needs
with you. While you might know which style of fence you wish to buy, not all people do. The Way We Install
Fences in Antelope, CA After we have talked with you in regards to the type of chain link fencing that you
want to purchase and have us put in, we make it easy for you to schedule the installation date. Once your
appointment has been scheduled, we will assist you to locate the property line and we will acquire the
necessary building permits to install your fence. Furthermore, we will help you make contact with utility
companies around the Antelope, CA vicinity to make certain that lines are turned off when we are digging the
holes to put the fencing installation posts in. Without our high level of service, you would be wasting time and
effort having to call the utility company and file for a building permit. If you are in the market to invest in a
fence and have it mounted at your home or business in the Antelope, CA region, you will see that JB Fence
Pros can make the venture extremely simple. You will be treated to a massive selection of fencing materials
and colors to pick from, which all have the most affordable prices irrespective of your budget. Our fence
company only orders from the most dependable manufacturers so your fence will hold up for many years to
come. Furthermore, we will take care of completing the paperwork and filing for the building permits needed
to put in your fence. If you want to buy your chain link fencing from a business that truly cares about your
individual demands, give our fence contractors a call at right now. At our fence company within Antelope,
California, we stock a huge collection of fences. We have different styles and colors of chain link, pool and
vinyl fences. Give us from JB Fence Pros a call at today to find out about our massive selection of fences to
select from. When determining the price of a fence, we have to calculate how many linear feet of fencing you
will need along with the form of fence you plan to order. A chain link fence is often the lowest priced and a
vinyl fence is ordinarily priced somewhat higher in Antelope, CA. A few of our customers come to us
knowing precisely which model of fence they want to invest in and how many linear feet they need to buy.
However, it is rather uncommon for people to know exactly which type of fence they need so our roof
contractors are trained to help you make the decision. If you want to speak with a member of our fence crew
from JB Fence Pros about which style of fence might perform best for your home or store, do not be afraid to
get in touch with them at at this time. Will You Put in Fences in Antelope? Absolutely, our roof contractors
throughout Antelope would be excited to put in your fence. When calculating the time required to put in a
fence, we compute the size of the yard and the products being used. By the time we figure the time frame
required for the posts to set, we can ordinarily have your fence mounted somewhere between one and three
days. The materials that your fence is made out of will determine how long it will last. Assuming a fence is
not impaired by a storm or vandalized, you will probably receive at least 20 years of use from it. Additionally,
the fences we have all include different types of warranties that enable you to have it replaced if it shows signs
of normal wear. You bet, but our roof company will get the building permit for you. In addition, we will have
the electric company arrive at your home or business and mark off the lines. To acquire more information,
have a look at some of our service areas: Mint Hill, NC fence. Do You Possess a License and Insurance?
Certainly, our fence company has many accreditations as well as an insurance policy for mounting fences.
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This, however, may be a later folk etymology. The word talopus and calopus, from Latin, came to be used in
heraldry. In , it was first used for living, cervine animals. Species The 91 species, most of which are native to
Africa, occur in about 30 genera. The classification of tribes or subfamilies within Bovidae is still a matter of
debate, with several alternative systems proposed. Antelope are not a cladistic or taxonomically defined group.
The term is used to describe all members of the family Bovidae that do not fall under the category of sheep ,
cattle , or goats. Usually, all species of the Alcelaphinae , Antilopinae , Hippotraginae , Reduncinae ,
Cephalophinae , many Bovinae , the grey rhebok , and the impala are called antelopes. Distribution and habitat
See also: List of even-toed ungulates by population No antelope species is native to Australasia or Antarctica ,
nor do any extant species occur in the Americas , though the nominate saiga subspecies occurred in North
America during the Pleistocene. North America is currently home to the native pronghorn , which taxonomists
do not consider a member of the antelope group, but which is locally referred to as such e. In Europe , several
extinct species occur in the fossil record, and the saiga was found widely during the Pleistocene but did not
persist into the later Holocene , [3] except in Russian Kalmykia and Astrakhan Oblast. India is home to the
nilgai , chinkara , blackbuck , Tibetan antelope , and four-horned antelope , while Russia and Central Asia
have the Tibetan antelope, and saiga. Many species of antelopes have been imported to other parts of the
world, especially the United States, for exotic game hunting. With some species possessing spectacular
leaping and evasive skills, individuals may escape. Texas in particular has many game ranches, as well as
habitats and climates, that are very hospitable to African and Asian plains antelope species. Accordingly, wild
populations of blackbuck antelope, gemsbok , and nilgai may be found in Texas. Numerically, most live in the
African savannahs. However, many species are more secluded, such as the forest antelope, as well as the
extreme cold-living saiga, the desert-adapted Arabian oryx, the rocky koppie -living klipspringer , and
semiaquatic sitatunga. These enable grass-eating species to follow the rains and thereby their food supply. The
gnus and gazelles of East Africa perform some of the most impressive mass migratory circuits of all
mammals. Not surprisingly for animals with long, slender yet powerful legs, many antelopes have long strides
and can run fast. Both dibatags and gerenuks habitually stand on their two hind legs to reach acacia and other
tree foliage. Different antelope have different body types, which can affect movement. Duikers are short,
bush-dwelling antelope that can pick through dense foliage and dive into the shadows rapidly. Gazelles and
springbok are known for their speed and leaping abilities. Even larger antelope, such as nilgai, elands , and
kudus , are capable of jumping 2. Antelope have a wide variety of coverings, though most have a dense coat of
short fur. In most species, the coat pelage is some variation of a brown colour or several shades of brown ,
often with white or pale underbodies. Most of the "spiral-horned" antelopes have pale, vertical stripes on their
backs. Many desert and semidesert species are particularly pale, some almost silvery or whitish e. Arabian
oryx ; the beisa and southern oryxes have gray and black pelages with vivid black-and-white faces. Common
features of various gazelles are white rumps, which flash a warning to others when they run from danger, and
dark stripes midbody the latter feature is also shared by the springbok and beira. The springbok also has a
pouch of white, brushlike hairs running along its back, which opens up when the animal senses danger,
causing the dorsal hairs to stand on end. Antelope are ruminants , so have well-developed molar teeth , which
grind cud food balls stored in the stomach into a pulp for further digestion. They have no upper incisors, but
rather a hard upper gum pad, against which their lower incisors bite to tear grass stems and leaves. Like many
other herbivores , antelopes rely on keen senses to avoid predators. Their eyes are placed on the sides of their
heads, giving them a broad radius of vision with minimal binocular vision. Their horizontally elongated pupils
also help in this respect. Acute senses of smell and hearing give antelope the ability to perceive danger at night
out in the open when predators are often on the prowl. These same senses play an important role in contact
between individuals of the same species; markings on their heads, ears, legs, and rumps are used in such
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communication. Many species "flash" such markings, as well as their tails; vocal communications include
loud barks, whistles, "moos", and trumpeting; many species also use scent marking to define their territories or
simply to maintain contact with their relatives and neighbors. Many antelope are sexually dimorphic. In most
species, both sexes have horns, but those of males tend to be larger. Males tend to be larger than the females,
but exceptions in which the females tend to be heavier than the males include the bush duiker , dwarf antelope
, Cape grysbok , and oribi , all rather small species. A number of species have hornless females e. In some
species, the males and females have differently coloured pelages e. Antelope horns The size and shape of
antelope horns varies greatly. Those of the duikers and dwarf antelopes tend to be simple "spikes", but differ
in the angle to the head from backward curved and backward pointing e. Other groups have twisted e. Horns
are not shed and their bony cores are covered with a thick, persistent sheath of horny material , both of which
distinguish them from antlers. With male-male competition for mates, horns are clashed in combat. Males
more commonly use their horns against each other than against another species. Many species have ridges in
their horns for at least two-thirds the length of their horns, but these ridges are not a direct indicator of age.
Behavior Forest-dwelling bushbuck Antelope are often classified by their reproductive behavior. Small
antelope, such as dik-diks , tend to be monogamous. They live in a forest environment with patchy resources,
and a male is unable to monopolize more than one female due to this sparse distribution. Larger forest species
often form very small herds of two to four females and one male. Some species, such as lechwes , pursue a lek
breeding system, where the males gather on a lekking ground and compete for a small territory, while the
females appraise males and choose one with which to mate. Large grazing antelope, such as impala or
wildebeest , form large herds made up of many females and a single breeding male, which excludes all other
males, often by combat. Defense Fast-running gazelles prefer open grassland habitat Antelope pursue a
number of defense strategies, often dictated by their morphology. Large antelope that gather in large herds,
such as wildebeest, rely on numbers and running speed for protection. In some species, adults will encircle the
offspring, protecting them from predators when threatened. Many forest antelope rely on cryptic coloring and
good hearing to avoid predators. Forest antelope often have very large ears and dark or striped colorations.
Small antelope, especially duikers , evade predation by jumping into dense bush where the predator cannot
pursue. Open grassland species have nowhere to hide from predators, so they tend to be fast runners. They are
agile and have good endurance â€”these are advantages when pursued by sprint-dependent predators such as
cheetahs , which are the fastest of land animals, but tire quickly. Reaction distances vary with predator species
and behaviour. A number of subspecies are also endangered, including the giant sable antelope and the mhorr
gazelle. The main causes for concern for these species are habitat loss, competition with cattle for grazing, and
trophy hunting. The chiru or Tibetan antelope is hunted for its pelt, which is used in making shahtoosh wool,
used in shawls. Since the fur can only be removed from dead animals, and each animal yields very little of the
downy fur, several antelope must be killed to make a single shawl. This unsustainable demand has led to
enormous declines in the chiru population. Only the males have horns, and have been so heavily hunted that
some herds contain up to females to one male. The species has shown a steep decline and is critically
endangered. Lifespan It is difficult to determine how long antelope live in the wild. With the preference of
predators towards old and infirm individuals, which can no longer sustain peak speeds, few wild prey-animals
live as long as their biological potential. In captivity, wildebeest have lived beyond 20 years old, and impalas
have reached their late teens. The horn of the male saiga, in Eastern practice, is ground as an aphrodisiac, for
which it has been hunted nearly to extinction. In Mali, antelopes were believed to have brought the skills of
agriculture to mankind. Most species are difficult to contain in any density, due to the territoriality of the
males, or in the case of oryxes which have a relatively hierarchical social structure , an aggressive disposition;
they can easily kill a human. Because many have extremely good jumping abilities, providing adequate
fencing is a challenge. Also, antelope will consistently display a fear response to perceived predators, such as
humans, making them very difficult to herd or handle. Although antelope have diets and rapid growth rates
highly suitable for domestication , this tendency to panic and their non hierarchical social structure explains
why farm-raised antelope are uncommon. Ancient Egyptians kept herds of gazelles and addax for meat, and
occasionally pets. It is unknown whether they were truly domesticated, but it seems unlikely, as no
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domesticated gazelles exist today. However, humans have had success taming certain species, such as the
elands. Their meat, milk, and hides are all of excellent quality, and experimental eland husbandry has been
going on for some years in both Ukraine and Zimbabwe. In both locations, the animal has proved wholly
amenable to domestication. Hybrid antelope A wide variety of antelope hybrids have been recorded in zoos,
game parks, and wildlife ranches, due to either a lack of more appropriate mates in enclosures shared with
other species or a misidentification of species. The ease of hybridization shows how closely related some
antelope species are. With few exceptions, most hybrid antelope occur only in captivity. Most hybrids occur
between species within the same genus. All reported examples occur within the same subfamily. As with most
mammal hybrids, the less closely related the parents, the more likely the offspring will be sterile. The heraldic
antelope has the body of a stag and the tail of a lion , with serrated horns, and a small tusk at the end of its
snout. This bizarre and inaccurate form was invented by European heralds in the Middle Ages, who knew little
of foreign animals and made up the rest. The antelope was mistakenly imagined to be a monstrous beast of
prey; the 16th century poet Edmund Spenser referred to it as being "as fierce and fell as a wolf.
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Check new design of our homepage! Large Antelope Species There are different types of large antelopes
found in the wilderness of Africa. The following article will cover their names that will help you know more
about these beautiful animals. AnimalSake Staff Last Updated: Apr 28, The large African antelope is a beauty
in itself and is one of the most easily spotted animals during an African Safari. Antelopes are herbivores and
belong to the miscellaneous group of old world species. They do not belong to the group of cattle, sheep,
buffalo, bison, and goats. There are around 91 species of antelopes that are native to Africa. In the following
passages, we shall concentrate on the large antelope species of Africa and learn a bit about these majestic
creatures. Eland Taurotragus oryx This is the largest African antelope that is light brown in color and has faint
white vertical stripes. It is usually found in the open savanna, semidesert areas as well as the montane
grasslands. A herd of Eland comprises over animals grazing together. Both males and females have horns, and
the males have larger horns. The males are over 6 feet tall and weigh over 2, pounds. The females are slightly
smaller in size. As elands mature, their light brown color turns more bluish gray and the oldest eland looks
almost black. Gemsbok Oryx gazella This antelope is a member of the Oryx genus. They are light brownish
gray in color and have lighter patches on the bottom rear of the rump. They have long black tails and a brown
stripe that extends from their chin to the bottom edge of their neck. A Gemsbok herd consists of about 10 to 40
animals. They are about 4. The males weigh about pounds and females are about pounds in weight. They can
run up to a speed of 56 kmph or 35 miles per hour. Hartebeest Alcelaphus caama This large African antelope
is an even-toed ungulate of the Bovidae family. It is found in Southern Africa and is closely related to the Topi
and the Tsessebe. It has a tall horn that curves forward and then backwards in both males and females. It is
about 5 feet in height and weighs around pounds. The males turn territorial during courtship. The male
hartebeest is dark brown in color and females are yellow brown in color. The herd contains about 5 to 20
animals, but it can grow as large as animals in one herd. Kudu Tragelaphus strepsiceros The greater Kudu is a
woodland antelope. It is found in the eastern and southern Africa. Kudus have long legs and the coat color
ranges from brown, bluish gray, to reddish brown. There are 4 to 12 vertical stripes on the body of the Kudu.
The males are larger than the females. Females of this species do not have horns. Males weigh about pounds
and females about pounds. Roan Hippotragus equinus This is a handsome antelope that looks like a horse. It
has a fawn gray color and pale belly. It has short decurved horns and a light mane. They are a very rare species
that live in the lightly wooded savanna. They prefer grazing but will browse in case of sparse availability of
food. They form a group of 5 to 15 animals with a dominant male. Sable Hippotragus niger The Sable
antelope is a majestic looking animal with long, swept back horns. They inhabit the wooded savannah in east
and South Africa. The males are larger than the females and are distinctively black in color. Females are
chestnut to dark brown in color. Both male and female members of this large antelope species have white
cheeks and white chin. On the back of the neck, they have a shaggy mane. Waterbuck Kobus ellipsiprymnus
Waterbuck is a reddish-brown colored antelope with a white bib under its throat. It also has a white ring on the
rump around its tail. The females form a herd of about to animals. Their meat has a very unpleasant flavor,
therefore, they are not preyed upon by most predators. Only males of this species have horns. Wildebeest
Connochaetes Also known as the Gnu, it belongs to the genus Connochaetes. A wildebeest can grow about 4
feet and 10 inches in size. They weigh about to pounds. They are known for their annual migration and inhabit
the Serengeti National Park. They are grazers and graze in the morning and late afternoons. There are two
types of wildebeest, namely, the Black Wildebeest and Blue Wildebeest. The favorite meal for the African
lions is none other than the wildebeest. This was all about the different types of antelopes inhabiting the
African plains. However, these are just a few of the many species found in Africa. The African animals list is a
really long one. The large African antelope is a beautiful creature. You can easily differentiate between the
different species by the shape of their horns.
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The properties sit just a few miles east of Harlowtown, Montana. Native grasslands in the broken prairie, make
up this Antelope rich hunting area. Antelope are very huntable in the broken draws and hills of the properties.
Hunters stay in a furnished home on the ranch, but are responsible for bringing and cooking their own meals.
These two ranches contain , deeded acres. The terrain is classic mule deer country that is typified by rolling
prairie, rough draws vegetated in grass and Ponderosa pine-covered hills. Large irrigated hayfields located on
the properties often keep deer populations at high levels. We have taken mule deer that score over The ranch
also has some excellent white-tailed deer. Hunters can take one of either species. The properties are ideal
habitat for antelope and several hundred make these ranches their home. The terrain is typified by a small
creek that flows through the land for 12 miles, with large cottonwood trees and brush lined with small hay and
grain fields. Off the bottoms, the land turns to heavy breaks and rolling plains. The creek bottoms are excellent
habitat for white-tailed deer, and the rolling country is ideal for mule deer and antelope. The Glennie Ranch
has very limited whitetail and mule deer hunting, with only 8 hunters a year. We expect hunters to kill
white-tailed deer in the class and mule deer in the class. Hunters can harvest one antlered deer of either
species. The ranch is mildly arid with rolling to steep foothills that are sagebrush and juniper covered. Many
acres of this property is dry land farmed, which creates wonderful deer habitat. The ranch also has over 20
miles of Missouri River frontage offering outstanding fishing. This ranch is also home to a small elk herd. The
bull elk are hunted with a hard to draw permit. Bull Elk Trophy Fee: The terrain is typified by river bottoms
with agriculture, cottonwoods and willows. The hills surrounding the ranch are arid with a juniper, sagebrush
and grassland community of plants. Large mountain ranges are very close to this property making it very
scenic. The river bottom is excellent habitat for white-tailed deer and the hill country is ideal for mule deer.
The ranch has a small herd of good quality elk. Currently, we are offering hunters an opportunity to harvest
them on a trophy fee basis. We expect hunters to kill white-tailed deer in the class, and mule deer should be in
the class. Hunters in Montana can harvest on antlered deer of either species. The large agriculture component
keeps deer of both species very visible. Trout fishing is excellent in both the private ponds and the blue ribbon
Jefferson River.
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Hopefully this helps and answers some of your questions. Customers will also receive a full refund in case of
operator cancellation due to weather or other unforeseen circumstances. Contact us by phone to cancel or
inquire about a cancellation. No-shows will be charged the full price. A reduction in numbers: If you change
card carriers, e. Can I go to Antelope Canyon by myself? You will Not be able to, the Antelope Canyon is
protected by the Navajo Parks and Recreation and only authorized tour companies can take visitors to the
canyon. Safety and preventing vandalism is the main reasons why everyone needs a guided tour; the canyon
became unavailable to the public in One Cannot go alone, you have to be with an authorized tour company.
Can you leave me in the canyon? We cannot, As of we were given strict guidelines from the Navajo Parks and
Recreation to have a guide present at all times with visitors. There are no self guided hikes in the Antelope
Canyon - completely restricted to tours only, you cannot be left alone. With the canyon being narrow in some
sections and with multiple people wearing Large backpacks it not only scratches the canyon walls but can hit
other people inside the canyon - we have witness too many people get knocked over by large bags. How can i
carry my water? Here are some examples on how to carry water without a backpack: Example 1 ; Example 2 ;
Example 3 ; Example 4 , Example 5. Can I take my pet? For the comfort of others on tour and to aid the
preservation of the Antelope Canyon we have to deny animals on tour. Do I need reservations? Do you take
walk-ins? This depends on the season. If you are visiting during the off-season Nov to Feb your odds -mightbe ok. If you are visiting us in-season Mar to Oct your odds are low. What time can I see the "Beam of Light?
Beams of light are visible on clear, sunny days - if you happen to be here on a cloudy day we will Not accept
cancellations - we do not control the weather. Is the tour safe for children? We have children of all ages join
our tour, we believe it is safe. I am pregnant, can I join the tour? However, we have had many pregnant ladies
join our tour, we do offer the option to sit in the cab of the truck with the driver, limited seats so be sure to tell
us in advance. Will I get sand on me? Yes, we will be traveling through the desert and the canyon floor has a
sandy floor - a gust of wind can get dust moving. Can I use my tripod? Tripods can only be used on our Photo
Tour. Is the walk difficult? We compare the walk to a walk on the beach due to the sandy floor - overall very
low difficulty. Do you do tours to Horseshoe Bend? Are Upper and lower Antelope the same? No, both
canyons are miles apart from one another. The words Upper do not signify you will only be on-top of the
canyon. The Upper and lower share a dry wash and when and if there is a flood the water flows through the
Upper canyon first elevation , hence the name lower and Upper Antelope Canyon. Do you do tours into the
lower? Our tours are into the world famous Upper Antelope Canyon. Are there ladders in the Upper Antelope
Canyon? The canyon floor in the Upper Antelope Canyon is level through and through - we compare the walk
through the canyon like a walk on the beach.
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Precipitation in the surrounding mountain ranges contributes to groundwater recharge. Flora and fauna[ edit ]
Joshua trees in snow, near Lancaster, California The Antelope Valley is home to a wide range of plants and
animals. This includes hundreds of plants such as the California Juniper , Joshua tree , California Scrub Oak ,
Creosote , and wildflowers, notably the California poppy. Poppy season depends completely on the
precipitation, but a good bloom can be killed off by the unusual weather in the late winter and early spring
months. The Antelope Valley gets its name from its history of pronghorn grazing in large numbers. In , the
valley lost 30, head of antelope, almost half of the species for which it was named. Since they would not cross
the railroad tracks , many of them starved to death. The remainder of these pronghorn were hunted for their fur
by settlers. Once abundant, they either died off or migrated into the Central Valley. A drought in the early s
caused a scarcity in bunch grass , their main food source. Now the sighting of a pronghorn is rare, although
there are still a small number in the western portion of the valley. Long-term groundwater pumping has
lowered the water table , thereby increasing pumping lifts, reducing well efficiency, and causing land
subsidence. All stakeholders agree the estuary is in trouble and requires long-term solutions to ensure reliable,
quality water supplies and a healthy ecosystem. Europeans first entered in the s, during the colonization of
North America. Father Francisco Garces , a Spanish Franciscan friar, is believed to have traveled the west end
of the valley in By , the Spanish had moved the native people out of the valley and into missions. Fremont
made a scientific observation of the valley in Stagecoach lines across the southern foothills came through the
valley along this wagon road, and were the preferred method for travelers before the coming of the Southern
Pacific Railroad in The rail service linking the valley to the Central Valley and Los Angeles started its first
large influx of white settlers, and farms and towns soon sprouted on the valley floor. The aircraft now called
aerospace industry took hold in the valley at Plant 42 in Demographics[ edit ] In recent decades the valley has
become a bedroom community to the Greater Los Angeles area. Neighboring Lancaster has increased its
population since the early s to around three times its former level. The Antelope Valley is home to over ,
people. Hispanics are the next largest group, followed by African Americans and Asian Americans. One of the
properties is a church building which was used as a filming location for Kill Bill. The code enforcers have
arrived on some of their visits in SWAT team formats. Significant amounts of U. The center is best known for
the X experimental rocket ship program. The Space Shuttle Orbiter was serviced there when it landed at
Edwards.
9: Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) â€“ Antelope Canyon Tours
Large antelope that gather in large herds, such as wildebeest, rely on numbers and running speed for protection. In
some species, adults will encircle the offspring, protecting them from predators when threatened.
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